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VEIKA was established in 1991 and holds its 
headquarters in Vilnius, Lithuania part of the EU and its 
subsidiary in Gomel, Belarus. The company develops, 
manufactures and markets water and solvent-based 
pigment inks, pigment pastes and plastisols for the 
tapestry, the wide format digital printing and the 
technical textile industries. With five laboratories and 
state-of-the-art equipment, Veika's researchers 
continuously deliver innovative products which 
respond to the industry's changes and meet high-
quality standards. 

BALANCE ECO 
VEIKA's scientific experts consistently invest 
in creating and designing products to 
abide by the industry's demands and 
trends. With ecology-sensitive issues 
gaining increasing importance in today's 
market, VEIKA delivers environmentally-
friendly ECO BALANCE ink with features 
enabling efficient and odorless graphic 
printing productions across a wide range of 
applications.
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Main Features: 
 Fully compatible to eco/mild solvent wide format printers
No need for additional  FLUSH or color profile* (ICC )
Excellent scratch resistance and light fastness
Free of VOC's and other hazardous chemicals
Low odor
Gloss-sensitive
Significant cost saving
Proven satisfaction over a broad range of applications
Ink system warranty**

Print-Head Compatibility:
DX4/DX5/DX6/DX7

Ink Compatibility: 
Roland® ECO-SOL MAX™
Mutoh® Eco Ultra™
Mimaki® ES-3™ 

Packaging: 
440 cartridge with chip
1 liter bottle
1 liter bag
2 liter bag

Colors: 
C M Y K Lc Lm FL

  * Applicable to OEM inks exclusively
** According to Veika policy 
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Specially developed for DX 4/5/6/7 printer heads and fully 
compatible with Roland, Mimaki and Mutoh eco inks (Roland® 
ECO-SOL MAX™, Mutoh® Eco Ultra™, Mimaki® ES-3™).
VEIKA's ECO ink maintains the productivity and quality level 
required by print shops without compromising color gamut, 
scratch resistance, drying time, light-fastness or odor 
characteristics. The ink main advantage is high color gamut 
and very low bleed characteristic, which in turn allow print 
with highest quality possible.
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